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coachesThe present invention relates to a propeller control system for use in an aircraft. More specifically, the present invention

relates to an anti-torque system for an aircraft propulsion system, including a variable-pitch fan propulsion system. A
conventional aircraft has a number of various engine powered systems. One of the systems, a jet propulsion system, has a pair of

jet engines which provides thrust for the aircraft. In addition, the jet propulsion system also has a pair of propellers which are
mounted on the ends of the jet engines. The jet propulsion system may be used to propel the aircraft forwardly and laterally or

vice versa. Another system for controlling the aircraft is a variable-pitch propeller propulsion system. The variable-pitch
propeller propulsion system has a number of propellers mounted on the airframe. Each propeller is independently controllable in
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terms of pitch, speed, and direction. Both the jet propulsion system and the variable-pitch propeller propulsion system have
certain shortcomings. The jet propulsion system provides a thrust vector in only a forward direction. Therefore, the aircraft
must have a tail mounted rudder for directing the thrust in a lateral direction. The variable-pitch propeller propulsion system
provides a thrust vector in the forward and lateral directions, but the propeller speed must be reduced in order to achieve a

predetermined or desired thrust for a given airspeed. Additionally, the speed of the propeller is reduced to less than the
optimum speed for the intended use. Accordingly, there exists a need for an anti-torque control system for an aircraft propulsion
system which will provide thrust in both the forward and lateral directions. The anti-torque control system should provide thrust
at any desired airspeed.Q: Ajax req. in my code is not working in node I am working on node and my first API, I used ajax in

my file but this ajax req is not working here is my ajax code document.onclick = function(){ var client_id =
window.localStorage.getItem("client_id"); var token = window.localStorage.getItem("access_token"); $.ajax({ url:

'/ajax/api/get_prospect', method 82157476af
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